Moroccan Specialty
Binko Presentation ASGI 2003

♦ Both – Introductions

♦ Cheryl – Begin Binko PPT
  STOP after Slide 13: Procedures for the Regions Hand-out

♦ Jeannine – Pass out Regions Hand-out & Go over the Notes w/teachers

♦ Cheryl – Resume Binko PPT onto Slide 14: Procedures for the Map Activity
  STOP on Slide 14 - Leave up during activity

♦ Jeannine – Pass out Map Hand-outs & Color Pencils

  IMPORTANT!! Get out of Binko PPT and load Morocco PPT!!

♦ Cheryl – Resume Binko PPT with Slide 15: Procedures for Session 2 Postcard Activity
  STOP on Slide 15 – Leave up during activity

♦ Jeannine – Pass out postcards for postcard analysis
  Guide teachers through postcard activity
  Ask 2-4 teachers to share WHY their particular image was selected to be featured on a postcard? What is the message behind the image? HOW might it relate to tourism?

♦ Cheryl – Resume Binko PPT with Slide 16: Student Assessment
  STOP on Slide 16 – Leave up during activity
  Discuss assignment criteria & Show Student Samples

♦ Jeannine – Pass out Writing Assignment RAFT and Checklist

♦ Cheryl – Resume Binko PPT with Slide 17: Extensions
  Loop back to first slide

♦ Both – Field questions about lessons / Discuss GeoMath connections

♦ Both – Cultural “Show n Tell”